tr. Voluntarism and eudaimonism
1.

ACTION AND AGENT

Kekes introduces t\¡¡o conceptions of morality. The first one is voluntarism in which the
action is primary. 'Voluntarists concentrate on action at the expense of agents, because
they place choice of action at the foundation of morality.' (KErGs 1989: 42.) According

to voluntarism, morality is based on choice of action. In this, morality is 'a human
a¡tifact'. They say that, 'what we are is formed by innumerable choices.' (I(ercs 1989:
37-39.)
The second view of morality described by Kekes is eudaimonism, the roots of which
a¡e Aristotelian. In it the cha¡acter or moral agent is primary. According to this, persons
are moral agents regardless of their choices and actions. The essential moral problem is
what type of person the rroral agent ought to be. The quality of moral actions follows
the quality of the cha¡acter. A good character or moral agent performs praiseworthy
actions without deliberating about choice. There is a dispute between voluntarists and
eudaimonists. The problem is how we should judge people morally. 'should we judge
them on the basis of what they have become through their choices or on the basis of
their characters independently of how they came to possess them.' (Kuces 1989:.3749,

4243.)
According to eudaimonists, moral agents are born. Choices and actions alter them
and they are shaped by the moral tradition. These, however, do not produce the agents.
The moral agency is more fi¡ndamental than choice and actions are. (Keras 1989: 43.)
The volunta¡ists, on the other hand, emphasize improvement while stressing that the
agents are choosers and actors. The talents and weaknesses, capacities and incapacities

of the agent are important concepts for the voluntarists. Moral progress is measured
from the starting point- This means that the level of rroral achievement does not necessarily
indicate the moral progress. If an agent has sta¡ted from a higher moral starting point,
his moral progress is less than the prcgrcss of such an agent who has started from a
lower starting point, if both have reached the same moral level.

(Kncs

1989: 43.)

2. NATTJRAL ST]BSTANCE AND CTJLTTJRE

In the following I will attempt to clarify to what extenr Confucius emphasizes action or
an agent, in other words to what extent he is a voluntarist or an eudaimonist. This
should be solved first in order to see the foundation of choice in Confucius' thinking.

lt

Confr¡cius speculates upon the problem in the following:
The Masær said, \ilhen nan¡ral substance ts prcvails over omamentation
you get the boorishness
of the rustic. Whcn orna¡nentation prevails over natural substance, you ge3 rhe pedantry of the
scribe. Only when oma¡tent and substance are duly blended do you get thã rne Gentleman. (Al.I.
6:16.)

;[

When natural substance prevails over ornamentation neans 'when nature prevails over

culture' (Wn¡¡v 196/: ll9).
Natural substance

F

prevailing over the culture

!

would refer to the moral agent
as uncivilized. When cultu¡e
is predominating, even then the person is far from ideal, a pedant. Culture and natu¡e
have to be in balance. As an ethical agent the rustic would act naturally without the
control of a culture. Confucius does not value such a cha¡acter.

in a natu¡al life situation. Conñ¡cius regards such a person

The relationship between culture and the Gentleman is mentioned in the Analects:
Chi Tzu-ch'eng said, A Gentleman

Ëf

f;

is a Gentleman in virn¡e of the stuff
he is made of.
cannot make a Gentleman. Tzu-kung said. I am sorry, sir, that you should have said
that. For the saying goes tha 'when a Gentleman has spoken, a tearn of four horses cannot
ovenake his wo¡ds'. (AN. l2:8.)

cultue

I

!

culture
is just as important as inborn qualities H; and inborn qualities, no less
important than culture. 'Remove the hai¡s from the skin of a tiger or panther, and what
is left looks just like the hai¡less hide of a dog or sheep.' (cnt¡*c shu+e 1974 729.)
Waley explicates this as follows:
The man of good binh is poæntially capable

of 'patærning his coat' witl¡ cultu¡c, and thus distinguishing himself f¡om the common herd. But good birth alone, though cssential as a basis for
culture, is not enough to make a Gentleman in thc confucian sense. ('WALE
lg64: 164-165.)

l

Confucius clarifres his ideas about innare qualities:
Masær K'ung said, Highest a¡e rhose who are born wise Ëm*fl¿ã. Next rhose who become
wise by leaming, Aftcr them come those who have to toil painfully in order to acquire learning.
Finally. to the lowest class of the common people belong those who toit painfutly without ever
managing to learn- (Al.¡. 16:9.)

Confucius continues the same theme when he says of himss¡¡
I for my part am not one of those who have innate knowledge &1ÊËñfr7-.É. I am simply one
who loves the past and who is diligent in invcsrigating ir. (AN. 7:19; J. N- WILLIAMS l9B8:
164-ró5.)

In these places in the Analects, Confucius us seeking a balance between the natural
qualities of the moral agent and the influence of culture. The main emphasis is clearly
on the agent. The agent is formed by his inborn qualities F, and by the culture
Or

Ì.

he may have innate knowledge or acquired knowledge. This discussion does not, therefore,

consider the actions themselves, but only the agent, and as such it points in the direction
of eudaimonism, where the agent is important.

t2

3. RARE GOOD AGENTS

When discussing preference and choice, a relevant question is what kinds of persons
does Confucius regard as being appropriate to be the agent of Goodness and of which
persons is he unsu¡e whether he is good or not and to which people he denies the quality
of goodness.
In many places in The Analects Confucius describes the actions of a Good Agent,
although he did not regard many actual persons as Good,
E. His sayings can be
seen rrs an area of ethical forrration. According to Confucius the living person who was
closest to Goodness was Yen Hui. This appears in the following:

ja

The Master said, Hui is capable of occupying his whole mind for th¡ee montbs on end with no
The othcrs can do so, some for a day, some even for a
thought but that of Goodness,.¡'ez
month; but that is all. (AN. 6:5.)

ll.

This pays attention especially to Hui's mind, ¡6f to his actions or choices, for Confucius
believed that Hui was psychologically closest to Goodness, jez, and that therefore moral
emotions were closest to the ideal (GpeARD L992: 126-150; Ft¡Nc Yu-lan 1989: 3).
Strictly speaking, Confucius here does not say whether Hui was Good or not. In this
case Confr¡cius speaks about an agent, Hui, who is capable of containing within himself
laudable moral qualities. With this emphasis upon the agent, Confucius once again
approaches eudaimonism. However, the volunta¡istic mood can also be seen, because
the question concerns Hui's capacity for high moral performance and his ability to
choose the right contents for his thoughts.
Another passage telling about Yen Hui is the following:
The Master in discussing Tzu-kung said to him, Which do you yourself think is the better, you or
Hui? He answercd saying, I dar€ not so much as look at Hui. For Hui has but to hear one part in
ten, in order to understand the whole tcn. Whereas if I hea¡ onc part, I undErsand no more than
two p¿¡rts. The Masær said" Not equal to hin - you and I are not cqual to him! (AN. 5:E,2:9,
I

l:ó.)

This points out Hui's talent and intellectual excellence. The following passage exposes
this fulher:
Duke Ai asked which of the disciples had a love of learning. Master K'ung answered him saying,
There was Yen Hui. He had a great love oflearning. He never vented his wrath upon the innocent
nor let others suffer for his fauls. Unfortunaæly the span of life allotted to him by Heaven was
sbort, and he died, At present tbere are none or at any rate I have heard of none who are fond of
learning. (Al.{. 6:2. See also Al.I. 9:19-21.)

This suggests that intellectual phenomena and ethical behavior are closely bound
together. In this ethical behavior it is essential that the agent achieves sentimental
balance. Hui was a good example since he could regulate his sentimental reactions,
especially his negaúve ones. He was capable ofchoosing the right kind of attitudes, acts
and emotions. Moreover, the particular emphasis on Hui's talent as a student points
to\r,ards a volunta¡istic moral conception.
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Conf¡cius praises Hui as follows:
The Masær said, Incomparable indeed was Hui! A handful of rice to ear, a gourdful of water to
drink, living in a mean stre€t - others would havc found it unendurably depressing, bur to Hui's
cheerfulness ir madc no difference at all, lncomparable indeed was Huil (AN. 6.9-)

Hui's choice of an unassuming and simple lifestyle was the ideal in Conñ¡cius' mind.
Here Confucius pays attention to his actions and also to his sentimental attitudes. In his
simple lifestyle he was cheerful: he did not need luxury in order to be happy. confucius
wânted Hui's unassuming attitude to be reflected in Hui's burial, but the disciples of
confucius did not agree. (AN. 1l:10.) Here, again the mood is rhat Hui was narurally as
he was, he did not have to work to achieve it. His choice was spontaneous and had its
basis deep in his character. This can be seen as an eudairnonistic moral conception.
To sum up, in Hui's case, Confucius seems to regard Hui Good as a moral agent, and

thus approaches eudaimonism. However, there a¡e in Hui's case featu¡es which point
towa¡ds voluntarism: His choices of thoughts and attitudes, and especially the emphasis
upon tris talent and progress as a student. It seems, the¡efore, that Confucius'conception
of Hui's morality is quite clearly eudaimonistic, but that Hui's intellectual progress and
talents can be seen as symptours of voluntarism.
Dawson says:
Conñ¡cius is depicted as exremely ¡elucu¡t to ascribe this qualþ (lez) to any given individual.
Indeed he expresses doubt that anyone is capable ofconcentrating his whole effort on humanness
for a single day (A 4.6). This reluctance to admit that anyone anains toj¿n is due tp the fact that it
is the quality of ideal human naturc. On the other hand, since 7'en is an essential ingredient of the
human being, not something which depends on anything ouaide himself, ir should in theory be
easily rainable, if men $¡ere true to their natures, 'Is humancness fuenl really so far away,, he
asks. 'If we really wisbed for it, it would come' (AN. 7:29).ln fact the passage expressing doubt
whether anyone was capable ofconcentrating on humanencss fo,r a singte day is directly conradicted
by another passage claiming that tbe Mastsr's favorite disciple Yen Hui was capable of having
nothing contrary to humaneness on his mind for three months at a stretch (Al¡. 6:5). Although
these discrepancies may be due to the composite nan¡rc of the work, it is consistenr with Confucius'
appa¡ent attitudes to supPose that in the case of jen there was a difference in the Master's mind
betwe¿n the ideal manifesøúon of the virn¡e as attained only in the Golden Age of antiquity and
the striving towards it which could be attributed to some of his contemporaries even in the
decadent times in which hc lived. (DAWSON l98l: 39, 40.)¿

Fung explains

jat

in this context rather as a mental condition of Hui than an ethical

concept (Ftnrc YuJan 1989: 3).

*,

Confucius was asked whether his disciples Tzu-lu l$S, Ch'ih á and Chlu
who was qualified
to be a wa¡den in a city of a thousand families, are vim¡ous E. Conñ¡cius did not know. A
simila¡ kind of reply was givcn concerning the minister Tzu-wcn, who lived in the middle of the
seventh century B.C. Nor did Confucius know whether his disciple Yung was virtuous, although
Jen does nor presuppose readiness of tongue E. (AI.¡. 5:.7, LE,4; LEccE 1969: l7,l-175.) Thus
we see that a living person could hardly ever be identified as an ageût of Goodness with any
cenainty according to Confucius.

a

lló. 'Three montbs'means 'a long time'. (CHU Hsi 1952: 35.) Waley says: 'There is
nothing to indicaæ wbether this was said before or after Yen Hui's prematurc death.' (Iü/ALEY 1964:
I16. Sec also CHEN Li-fu 1986: l0ó; WANG ShuJing 1914:334.)
AN.6:5,

L4

Confucius was very chary of atuibuting thc qualþ ofJen to himself, ând in fact never did so.
However, Conñ¡cius says: 'If we
really wantcd Goodness, we should find that it was at our
very side.'3 We may infer from this tbat it is one's motive for trying to become Jen that is
important, but Confucius did not regard himself as Jen. This could be because he regarded Jen as
such a high ideal that it was unattain¿ble or perhaps because hejust did not w¿rnt ro promore
himsclf. However, Hui, wbom, as we have seen, he regarded as Jen, was his disciple. Tbe honor
of the Masær consisted iD the fact tha¡ he could lead his disciple to a highcr sø¡¡da¡d ttun himsell
thus being a good and efFrcient teacher himself. This is Confuciar¡ Jen in the Master a¡d disciple

fi

relationship.
On the basis of his not attributing Jen to anyonc except to Hui, Conft¡cius can be identified as
a representative of ideal ethics in conneclion with the concept ofJen, rather than a pragmatist(STOCKER 1990: 105.) Howevcr, this does not indic¿¡e extreme idealism, since Hui was capable

of being Jen, for some time a¡ least (NIKKILÃ

199: 129-130.)

k¡ addition to Hui, Confucius did regard some other people as Good. The legendary
brothers Po I and Shu Ch'i '$/er€ good men who lived in the days of old' Ë¿Ef^.
When the last wicked Yin ruler was attacked by the Chou tribe, these brothers did not
take up arms against this tyrant. Each of them had the right to inherit the rulership of
thei¡ small state. However, they refused to ascend the tbrone. In this $/ay they showed
cession çang #) and werc loyal to the present ruler. After this act of cession, they did
not show any rancour or malevolence (yüm Æ).It was in this connection that Confr¡cius
made the famous remark about these brothers: 'They sought Goodness and got Goodness
>iìtrffi'l+tr. Why should they repine?' (AIrl.5:22,7:14; W¡¡.ey 1964: 113, 126; Crn¡
1955: 3ll; A[.qN l98l: 130; CrH.¡a Shu-te 1974:401.)
V/aley clarifies the situation of these brothen: When the Yin-ruler 'wÍ¡s attåcked by
the Chou tribe, the brothen refused to take up anns against their sovereign, despite his
great wickedness. Their lack of yíiant ("rancout'') was a classical theme.' The lack of

rancour 'was shown by their attitude after each in turn had resigned his rights of
accession to the rulership of the small state to which they belonged. Having proposed
this act of "cession" Íi*g'|, they carried it out loyally and uncomplainingly.' (WA¡-Ev
1964:. ll3,126.) Their loyalty on the one hand and thei¡ lack of rancor after their act of
cession on the other, ea¡ned them the title ofjez.
The seeking of Goodness here is active morality. In this context it appears to refer to
the right kind ofchoice ofaction. Here, then we have a voluntaristic cha¡acterization of
Goodness, jen.
3

AN. 7:33. See also FINGARETTE 1972: 39; ROSEMONT 1976:. 472. AN. 7:29, LEGGE 1969: 204.
Concerning the goodness of human nature according to Confucius and Mencius, Hwang wriæs: 'lt is
well known that Mencius'philosophy is built on his theory lhat man is originally good. His whole
philosophy can indeed be summarized in one scntence: Every man should do his best to develop or
cultivate his original good nature to the utmost, and if he loses it, he should also do his best to
recover it... It is generally believed, however, that there is little or no differcncc between Confi¡cius
and Mencius on the problem of hunan nature. Confucius was ruly a philosopher of human nature ¿¡s
much as was Mencius. The only difference is that while Confucius implicitly believed in the original
goodness of human nature, Mencius explicitly staæd and expanded this position by supplementing
his master's view on human nature. I wish to challenge this interpretation of Confi¡cius and to
p¡opose ån alæmative view, namely, that, unlike Mencius, Confucius was not inte¡ested in a speculative
theory of human naturc and that in this sense he was radically differcn¡ from Mencius in his basic
att¡tude toward human beings.' (FIWA¡¡G 1980:45.)
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A simila¡ renunciation Qærs
was shown by the eldest son T'ai po of King Tan,
who was the legendary ancestor of the chou sovereigns. (AN. 8:l; w¡¡¡v 1964: 132.)
Even the rulers in po\iler should ideally show cession: 'The Master said, Sublime were
Shun and Yü! All that is under Heaven was theirs, yet they remained aloof from it.'
(4N.8:19,21.)
An example of someone at the opposite pole to the brothers po I and shu ch'i was
the Prince of wei, who refused to ascend the tbrone after his father, the Duke of Ling,

n 493 BC, This may be regarded as an act of cession, and the th¡one went to
the grandson of the Duke of Ling. However, the Prince of Wei afterwa¡ds attempted to
oust the grandson from the throne. (AN. 7:14; rù/¡¡¡y 1964: I?5.)
In these passages Confucius considers two choices which were made in a similar
historical situation, and he clearly prefers the actions of Po I and Shu Ch'i: after the act
of cession there must be no afterthought, In Confucius' opinion, if one chooses a mode
of action, one must not change one's mind or alter one's position after acting according
to one's choice. This may be called a principle of firmness of choice, and may be seen to
include a volunta¡ist emphasis.
who died

This firmness of choice is motivated in a special sra:oner. By their choice the brothers
got Goodness, jen E, and due to this they had no rÊason to repine, eventhough they did

not gain an important position in the society. In the scale of values, Goodness is
regarded as superior to the leading position in the society. This, ofcourse, is Confucius'
interpretation only. It seems, that if Confucius had supporæd a purely utilitarian calculation
in which the position in the society had been highly valued, then the behaviour of Prince

of Wei would have been correct. In this case the brothers gained nothing by their
cession. The cession in itself seems to be a value as such, a kind of prima facie or
intuitive principle, which ovem¡les other principles. (H¡n¡ 1989: 202.)
The following passage deals with those different types of choices made in a simila¡
sin¡ation:
The lord of Wei fled ûom him, [i.e. from the tyrant Chou, the last sovercign of the Yin dynasry]
tbe lord of Chi suffered slavery at his hands, Pi Kan rcbuked him and was slain. Master K'ung
sai4 In them the Yin had th¡ee Good (/'cn E) men. (AN. l8:1.)

These three men of the royal Yin family, lord of Wei, who was the step-brorher of
the King, the lord of Chi and Pi Kan, who were uncles of the king, (Wnrrr 1964: 218)
all show different aniftdes towards the tyraal Regardless of their different attitudes, all
were taken as Good by Confucius, because their choices of action were governed by
Goodness. This shows that Goodness as a principle leaves room for one's own voluntaristic
choices of action. All displayed the right kind of obedience or submission. Understandably
all cooperated with the tyrant and wanted to act forthe good of the legitimate governmenq
even Pi Kan who rebuked him. (Weæv 1958: 126.)
The cases of these ra¡e Good Agents show that it was thei¡ choices of actions which
were the critical qualifications which forthen being called Good. In addition, the possession
of talented intellectual excellence is a good cha¡acteristic in a person, but it was regarded
as including the choice of the right kind of attitudes towa¡ds the intellectual activity of
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learning. The choice o¡ s¡¿5snming attitudes towards the amenities available is also a
critical qualificaúon for being regarded as Good. gimil¿¡'ly, the choice of cession in
politics when a chance of gain is available, and the choice of loyatty to the legal rulers
a¡e the choices of a Good Agent- However, one should remein fimr in this choice. In
addition, Goodness did in fact allow the agents to choose in differing ways in simila¡
situations provided the choices were made according to the principle of legitimate
obedience in hierarchy. In this discussion, therefore, Confricius approaches volunta¡ism.
However, the choices of action seem to be be complex or intellectually taxing with
many factors involved in themIn his choice ofpersons to representthese ideais he is very strict. Only very few can
reach the standa¡d. He prefers some personages from the past who have had a cenain

exceptional moral ability and only one of his students. He himself cannot reach the
standard-

4. GOOD ACTS

Although the Analects describe acu¡al Good Agents comparatively rarely, since Confucius
could find only very few suitable p€rsons, it describes in many passages the actions of a
Good Person without lfurking this goodness to any acû¡al person. Most of these descriptions
a¡e in the more reliable parts of the Analects.

In some of these sayings, the choices of actions are described fint and then it is confirmed that such a person is Good or has some other ethically recom¡nendable featurc.
A filial son who has ca¡ried his household for three years 'exactly as in his father's
day', is a good or

filial

ä

son (AN. I : I

l.); a Genrleman, (chíin tzu fr

f

) who

never goes on eating till he is satcd, who does not demand comfon in his home, who is diligent in
business and cautious in speech, who associates with those that possess thc Way and there by
corrects his own faults - such a one may indeed be said to have a taste for le¿rning. (AN. 1:14.)

Fan Ch'ih asked Confi¡cius to what rulers the title 'Wise' *tl could be accorded. 'The
Master said, He who devotes himself to securing for his subjects what it is right they

should gave, who by respect for the Spirits keeps them at a distance, may be termed
wise.' (AN. 6:20;'ù/ru¡v 1964: I2O.)
Master Tseng said, The man to whom one could with equal confidence enür¡st an orphatr not yet
fully grown or the sovereignty of a whole staæ, whom the advent of no emergency however great
could upset would such a one be a true Gentleman? He I think would be a true Gentleman

-

indeed.

(4N.8:6.)

The Master said, If anyone had the wisdom of Tsang Wu Chung, the uncoveousness of Meng
Kung Ch'o, the valour ofChuang Tzu ofP'ien and the dexterity ofJan Ch'iu, and had graced these
viroes by the cultivation of ritual and music, then indeed I think we might call him 'a perfect
man'. He said, But perhaps to.day we need not ask all this of the perfect man. one who, when he
sees a chance ofgain, stops to think whettrer to pursue it would be right; when he sees thar (his
prince) is in danger, is ready to lay down his life; when the fulfillment of an old promise is
exacted, stands by what he said long ago - him indccd I think we might call 'a perfect man'. (Al.[.

l4:13.)

t7

Hc who could put the Five into practice everywhere undcr Heaven would be Good [cz]. Tzu+hang
begged to hear what these were. The Master said, Counesy, breadth, good faith diligencc and
clemency.

(AN: 17:6.)

If a ruler not only conferred wide benefits upon the common people, but also
compassed the salvation of the whole starc, what would you say of him? surcly, you would call
him Good? The Masær said, It would no longer be a maner of 'Good'- He would without doubt
be a Divine Sage. Even Yao and Shun could hardly criticize him. As for Goodness you yourself
desirc rank and standing; then help others to get rank and sanding. You want to turn your own
merits to account; then help others to tum theirs to account - in facC the ability to tâke one's own
feelings as a guide - that is thc son of thing that lies in the direction of Goodness (Al'[. 6:28.)
Tzu-kung said,

In AN. ó:28 a good action produces an agent which is ranked higher than a person
who is Good, jm E. (Sn¡¡¡c Chü+e 1992: 1191.)
It is noteworthy that this Confucian thinking in the quotations abve pays anention
to actual reality. Ea¡lier the perfect man had been morally on a higher plane than was
thought to be possible during Confucius'time.
Confucius also infers the quality of a person by obsendng his actions.
Look closely into his aims, observe the means by which he pursues tbem, discover what brings
him content - and can the man's real wonh remain hidden ftom you, can it rcmain hiddcn from
you? (Al.l. 2: 10, 3: l, ?2.)

One can see from the faults

Ë

whether one is a Gentleman.

The Master said, Every man's faults belong to a ser
means or recognizing Goodness. (Al'¡. 4:7.)

If

one looks out for faults

it is only

as a

In these passages \r¡e cannot know whether the choices only alær the moral agent to
become good (eudaimonism) or whether the Good Agent is produced by his choices of
action (volunta¡ism).

All

follow a simila¡ pattem. When one acts in certain ways, one can be
said to be an agent of laudable moral quality. If the pattem of thought were r}re other
these sayings

way round (an agent of laudable moral quality performs certain good moml actions) this
would clearly refer to eudaimonism in which the agent is primary. These sayings should
therefore be regarded as sayings where the voluntaristic conception of morality is the
model behind them. Cefain good actions produce, and not just alter, the moral agent.
Maclntyre says:
A man in heroic society is whar

he does. Herman Fr¡inkel wrote of Homeric man that 'a man and
his actions bccome identical, and he makes himself completely and adequately comprehended in
them; he has no hidden depths ... in (the epics) factual report of what men do and say, ever¡hing
that men are, is expressed, because they are no more than what they do sand say and suffer.'
(Fränkel 1973: 79.) To judge a man therefore is to judge his actions. By performing actions of a
panicular kind in a panicular situation a man given wa¡rant forjudgment upon his virtue and
vices; for the virtues just are those qualities which sustain a free man in his role and which
manifest themselves in those actions which his role requires. And what Fränkel says and suggests
about Homeric man holds also of man in other heroic portrayals. (MACINTYRE l9V2: 122.)
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The Analects reveal also that certain actions do not necessarily produce an agent
which could be called good. kr several instances Confucius was asked whether a person,
who could perform certain specified actions could be called Good. Confr¡cius' reply to
these questions was often 'I do not know' ãTfltE or 'I see nothing in thæ to merit
the title Good.' Examples of such actions were: to be able to carry out military recnriting,
to be able to work as a lVa¡den, to be able to converse with strangers and guests. (AN.
5:7.) The grand minister Tzu-wen, who was a minister in Lu-state in the seventh century
BC, did not show a sign of elation when he $,as appointed to this office three times.
When he was deposed tb¡ee times, he did not show a sign of disappointment. Ch'en
Wen Tzu went from state to state in order to find an ethically good environment. (AN.
5:18.)

5.

TIIE MIDWAY BET\ilMN VOLTJNTARISM AND ET'DAIMONISM

The above materials show that the Confucian Analects contains elements of voluntarism
and of eudaimonism. fn eudaimonism the choices and actions have a formative influence
on the moral agent, as stated at the beginning of this chapær (Keices 1989:43).
We will now attempt to discover whether according to Conñ¡cius' view choices and
actions themselves alter moral agents, without producing them. Above it was seen that
certain actions do not earn the agent the title of Good , jen E. The question is, whether
an action alters the agent in such a way that by practicing the said action the agent
would be changed or impmved.
The following quotation may suggest that the moral agent can be improved:
Tbe Master said, At fifteen I set my hean upon leaming. At thirty, I had planted my feet firm
upon the ground. A¡ forty, I no longer suffered from perplexities. At fifty, I knew what were the
biddings of Heaven. At sixty, I hea¡d them with docile e¿¡. At scventy, I could follow the dictates
of my own heart: for what I desired no longer overstepped the bounda¡ies of right. (Al.l. 2:4;
KEKES 1989:41.)

Chen explains the passage:
This is the description of a man who consciously cultivaæd an interior life, who trained his mind
to apprehend the m¡ù and his heârt to gr¿Np the will of Heaven, until his instincts were also
transformed, and who leamed to appreciate the things of the spirit. Still, the mention of Hcavcn is
discre¿t. Conñ¡cius' words do not vibrate with a passionaæ longing for union with Heaven, or
God, as do the words of many Western mystics. (CIIB\ Li-fr¡ 1987:. 67)

Schwartz offers the explanation that Conñ¡cius may mean that he has a clear understanding of what it is that is not in his control as well as of what is his tn¡e sphere of
autonomous action.a
4

Chen supposes that Confucius studied the Book of Changes at fifty. He refers to Al.{- 7:17, whcrc
Confucius says, according to the Ku version; 'If some years were added to my life, and I could study
the Book of Changes after fifty, then I might come to be without grcat faults-' Chen adds that
Confucius 'could well see that the Book of Changcs would give him the knowledge of Heaven and
destiny.' Chen says of the Book of Changes: 'The usefulness of the volume is extensive, for all
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This shows that the agent, iû this case confi¡cius, was indeed changed. However, it
is not clearly shown that the action itselfhas changed the agent, except according to the
interpretations above.
The Gentlema¡¡ wbo ever pârts company with Goodness does not fulfil that na¡ne. Never for a
moment does a Gentleman quit the way of Goodness. He is never so ha¡ried but that he cleaves to
this, ¡sv¿¡ so ¡gcering but that he cleaves to rhis. (Al.¡. 4:5.)

Implicitly this has behind it the idea that the agent has to follow Goodness. (Fu
183.) And this may imply that following Goodness wilt possibly change the agent.
He asked about Coodncss. The Master said, Goodness cannot be obained
been duly done. He who has done this may be called Good. (Al.f. 6:20.)

till

1978:

what is difficult has

'difficult' S includes ridding oneself of love of mastery, vanity, resentment
(AN. l4:2; W¡¡¡y 1964:. I2O). However, in contradiction with AN.
6:20, according to AN. 14:2 this does not necessarily imply that such a person can be

The concept

and covetousness

called Good. If we think according to AN. 6:20 thæ doing what is ditEcult enrirles one
to be called Good, this does not necessarily mean that doing difficult has changed the
agent. Only the acúon of doing something what is difficult shows that the agent is
Good. This lists certain actions which makes the agent competent for Goodness. This
does not necessarily mean that the agent is changed by these actions, but only that the
actions show that the agent is Good.
As regards carrying out the duties of a Gentleman in actu¿l life, I have never yet had a chance to
show what I could do. (AN. 7:32.)

For those who approve (the moral sayings) but do not cary ouL who are stirred. but do not
change,

I can do nothing at all. (Alf. 9:23.)

Here the change of the agent is very clea¡. A similar idea appears in the following:
The Master said, Let a man be fust incited by the Songs, then given
ritual, and finally perfected by music. (AN. 8:8.)

a

firrr footing by the study of

Confucius encouraged one to put a maxim into practice when one has hea¡d it, but
not fanatically. (AN. lI:21.) We can see that the agent can be changed, but this does not
cleady state that the action itself changes the moral agent.

The materials examined therefore reveal the following facts: Confucius does not
follow exclusively either voluntarism or eudaimonism. However, he does not necessarily
teach that choice of action or action would alter the moral agent. In this place he teaches
persons who work in sciences that deal with these changes - medicine and the miliøry, for instance
will find it helpful, perhaps essential. Later generations have disparaged this book, regarding it as
merely a study of fonune-telling, but they have failed to see that its cssence and great utility lie in the
fact that it does indeed present the 'knowledge of Heaven's decrce and exhaustion of human effort.'
(CHEN Li-fi¡ 1987.. 67 .)
The view of the present author, rhat the often quoted passage AN. I l: I I
is of a doubúul origin, because it does not follow the general thcme of the book, which is Confucian
appraisals of differcnt peoplc or groups of people, does not support the Neo-Confucian views. See

-

-

also AN. 2O:3, 233; WANG Ming-sun 1986: 203; R. M. CHEN 1974:. 91-93: CHING 1986: 6ó;
SCHWARTZ 1985: 126; YU Chia<hü 1976:78.
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that active leaming and the socio-ethical environment has this agent-altering function
(NIKIc.Ä 1992: 143-146), thus emphasizing the talent, which is a characteristic of voluntarism. Also, several statements of the birth of a moral agent point towards the volunta¡istic di¡ection. However, Confucius' description of Hui and of Gentleman generally
clearly show the importaace of the moral agent, and it is obvious that the moral thinking
behind these is eudaimonism, although Hui had clea¡ voluntaristic qualities as well.
This result poses a fu¡ther question: is the distinction between voluntarism and eudaimonism really relevant? Confucius' tbinking is from the time when ethical conceptions
were first being formed. Even so, thinking during his time already had a long tradiúon
behind it. This early thinking is more 'nah¡ral' than sophisticated. Because of the sophistication the later thinking tends sometimes to be a¡tificial without sufficient poins of
contact with actual life.

The system ofvoluntarism presupposes the importance ofchoice and the system of
eudaimonism presupposes the importance of the ethical agent. In eudaimonism the
choice cannot be very important. Since Confucius disca¡ds this distinction, he is at this
point more free to develop his ideas about choice and agent in a new direction of his
own.

Confi¡cius either has a double system, eudaimonism and volunta¡ism operating side
by side, or a single system in which he has formed a synthesis of these two systems. It
seems, however, that he did not think through such a distinction. It is possible to find
sayings which point to eudaimonism and others to voluntarism.
The main result at this stage is that in terms of voluntarism and eudaimonism,
Conñ¡cius is free to develop his ideas of choice without being forced to do so by
voluntarism and without being prevented from doing so by eudaimonism. However, this
is not a sufficient basis for moral preference and choice. In order to know whether
Confucius cân have any moral choices and preferences, we will need an insight into the
values themselves, into whether Confucius recognizes different kinds of values to choose
from, like in pluralism, or whether he sees only one dominant value, like in monism.
This problem will be discussed in the following chapter.
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